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ABSTRACT
AdOpt©TNG is the Adaptive Optics Module for the Galileo National Telescope (TNG) . At first light this module
will feature tip—tilt correction capabilities and a speckle interferometry facility. In this paper we describe the main
characteristics of the AdOpt©TNG Control System Software. The system is composed by a real—time part and a
graphical user interface. The real—time software computes the required corrections, drives the tip—tilt mirror and
controls all the module's moving parts. In the speckle facility it performs real—time computation of the autocorrelation
function. The user interface has been written in IDL, using the IDL Widget set, taking advantage of its powerful
data manipulation and analysis capabilities for data presentation and diagnostics. The integration of all these
components into the TNG Control System Software, in order to allow for remote control and data archiving, is also
briefly described.
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1. CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the AdOpt©TNG control system is sketched in Fig. 1 . The various elements of the module are
controlled by the following subsystems:

. VME-based system;

. APDs mother board;

. CCD controller;

. motor driving unit;

. real—time speckle autocorrelator;

. wavefront computer.

All system components are connected through Ethernet links to a switch that insulate the local network traffic
from the telescope LAN. The switch is also capable of providing dedicated bandwith to subsystems that need to
communicate at high speed (e.g. during data transfers).

Users interact with the system through a graphical user interface (UIF, see Sect. 9) usually residing on a local
workstation or on a remote control station. A privileged workstation, connected to the AdOptTNG local network,
functionally identical to the local or remote workstation, is provided for system testing and debugging.

Commands are sent to the VME that routes them to the corresponding subsystem. System configuration is
mantained in an internal table of parameters in the VME and is periodically sent to the local workstation through
the telemetry.
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2. THE VME SUBSYSTEM
The VME subsystem hardware consists of:

. an ELTEC EUROCOM-7, 68040 CPU board;

. a CONV—301 communication board;

. a Loughborough Sound Images D5P56001 board;

. a counter board;

all boards are hosted in a standard VME rack.

The software modules residing on the ELTEC board perform the following tasks:

• boot and control the DSP board;

• receive commands from the UIF and route them to the corresponding subsystems;

• collect configuration parameters from subsystems and periodically send them to the UIF workstation though
telemetry.
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Figure 1. Schematical view of the AdOpt©TNG control system.
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3. MOTOR DRIVING UNIT
Positioning commands are sent to the motor driving units from the ELTEC board through an RS—232 serial link.
Each command receives a feedback so that its execution can be verified. Both commands and feedbacks are exchanged
in the form of simple ASCII strings in a way that allows for an easy maintenance using character—based terminals
directly connected to the motor driving unit. At any time the complete configuration of all motor drives can be
retrieved, stored internally to the VME and sent to the user interface through the telemetry.

4. DSP BOARD
The DSP—based software has been developped and tested in Arcetri; the interested reader can find a full
description of this module. In our final system, an image of the DSP software is mantained on the ELTEC board
hard disk: at system startup the DSP card is booted from the VME throgh the local VSB bus. Commands are then
issued to the DSP card by writing on a dedicated memory port.

5. APDS MOTHER BOARD
The APDs unit is controlled by an APDs mother board, that performs the following tasks:

. APDs initialization: APDs are initialized by setting the breakdown voltages and the Peltier cells temperatures,
these values are read from EEPROMs hosted in the APDs boards;

. diagnostic: the mother board continuously controls various functional parameters (temperatures, voltages, etc.)
and verifies the functionality of the peripherals connected to it;

. interfacing with the VME: the mother board communicates with the VME through a serial link, receiving
commands and sending telemetry;

. on—line and off—line self—diagnostic.

The APD mother board is equipped with software and hardware watch dogs that reconfigure the APDs to a safe
state in case of software or hardware failure.

6. CCD CONTROLLER
The CCD controller unit drives the CCD used for wavefront sensing in the high order loop, it is based upon the
TNG—CCD standard3 with three major modifications:

. The ADC board has been upgraded in order to deal with the high—speed rate required by this real—time
application.

. A programmable mask at the output of the digital signals allows to select and to transmit to the Wavefront
Computer just the pixel values of interest.

. Redirection of the output data to four C40 ports has been implemented, together with a differential wired
transmission system because of the long (7m) distance between the CCD head and the Wavefront Computer.

Although we spent considerable time to specify the details of this system, from the software point of view it
works essentially as a black—box receiving commands through a single RS—232 serial link. Diagnostic commands can
generate data that can be retrieved by ftp protocol, while during high order loop operations the frame rate and the
CCD format is specified and all the data flow is sent to the four C40 ports.
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7. WAVEFRONT COMPUTER
The Wavefront Computer is under production by ThermoTrex. In this interface specification phase, details on the
arrangement of the matrix multiplications and its content are being defined. We wish to point out that we adopted
an arrangement for the usage of the current and past CCD data, such that modal filtering, recovery of the wavefront
from the slopes data and calibration parameters are embedded in a single huge matrix.

Moreover, the Wavefront Computer allows for two different computation schemes:

. Fixed scheme
In this approach the order of data values coming from the Wavefront sensing camera is fixed a przori. This
allows for smaller latency time during computation. A limited degree of flexibility is still attained by changing
the output mask in the CCD controller.

. Flexible scheme
In this approach, data values are rearranged within the Wavefront Computer accordingly to a coded scheme
that is loaded into the Wavefront Computer before closing the loop.

The Wavefront Computer allows for fast exchange of different matrices, in order to deal with changing atmospheric
conditions and/or flexures calibration.

8. REAL-TIME SPECKLE AUTOCORRELATOR
The design of the speckle facility hosted in the AdOpt@TNG module has been described elsewhere.4

The real—time speckle autocorrelator consists of a 4 units rack—case hosting three industrial—grade PC boards,
each equipped with a Pentium processor, clocked at 166 MHz, 16 MB RAM, 500 MB HDD and a PIXCI frame
grabber.

The optical beam fed to the speckle camera is imaged by means of a lens objective into an intensified CCD camera
and the resulting video signal is multiplexed to the three acquisition boards. A custom—made board extracts the
vertical synchronism signal, in order to detect the beginning of each frame, and feeds the impulse to a sequencer that
triggers the three frame grabbers in turn, so that the resulting grabbing sequence for the first board becomes 1,
#4, #7, . . ., for the second board #2, #5, #8, . . ., and for the third board #3, #6, #9, . . . In this way each board
has three times the frame time to perform autocorrelation accumulation, that is 120 msec.

When the acquisition board detects a trigger signal it freezes a subpart of the image (either 128 x 128 or 256 x 256
pixels) which is then transferred into program memory. A choice of three algorithms is provided to process the
speckle images:

. Autocorrelation function (ACF) computation from the power spectrum;

. Shift—And—Add (SAA);

. Directed Vector Autocorrelation (DVA).

In this paper we discuss the computation procedure for the ACF algorithm only, the procedure being similar in
the other two cases.

After a speckle image has been transferred into program memory it is converted into complex format and the DC
component is computed and subtracted; a sum of all images is also accumulated for diagnosis purposes. After this
operation the acquisition board is turned into digitize mode. The CPU can then concurrently compute the Fourier
transform of the speckle image and accumulate the power spectrum (the squared modulus of the Fourier transform).

This scheme is depicted in Fig. 2; timings for each step in one loop for ACF computation on speckle images
sampled at 128 x 128 pixels are shown in Tab. 1.

At the end of the accumulation process the resulting data is transferred through Ethernet to the local workstation,
where they are further processed depending on the algorithm in use. In the case of the autocorrelation function
calculation, each PC transfers to the workstation the accumulated power spectrum. All power spectums are then
coadded and divided by the speckle transfer function (STF). The autocorrelation function is then retrieved by tacking
the inverse Fourier transform of the power spectrum divided by the STF.
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Operation Time [msec]
Frame grabbing 22
Data transfer and conversion 16
Enable digitize 26
FFT computation 48
Power spectrum coaddition 5
Total time per loop 117

Table 1. Timings for each step in the computation of the autocorrelation function for each PC in the real—time
speckle autocorrelator
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Figure 2. Scheme of the sequence of operations in the autocorrelation function computation for the three PCs of
the real—time speckle autocorrelator
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9. USER INTERFACE
The User Interface (UIF) has been prototyped using PC—based graphical user interface building tools and then
implemented in IDL.

Figure 3 shows the main screen of the UIF, from here all the major subsystems of the AdOpVt INC module can
be monitored and commanded.

Commands and parameters that are expected to be issued or set frequently by users of the modu le. have been
implemented by means of widgets in the main control window.

On the other hand, and in order to reduce clutter, more specific parameters and commands are set and/or issued
by means of other windows that pop—up when required (usually by clicking on a Settings button in the related
subpanel).

Referring to Fig. 3, the subpanels are:

• Speckle Mode
Allows to set the filter in the speckle camera, set the gain of the ICCD, acquire single images for field monitoring,
set the field of view and to start acquisition and autocorrelation computation. A small graphical window displays
images coming from the speckle camera.
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Figure 3. The main screen of the AdOpt@TNG graphical user interface, the various subpanels are described in the
text
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. APDs Tip—Tilt sensor
Allows to set the neutral filter in the optical path and to close the tip—tilt loop. A graphical window gives an
analog view of the number of photons detected by each APD.

. CCD WFSensing
Allows to set the Shack—Hartmann lenslet arrays (4 x 4 or 8 x 8) or to use the oscillating pyramid for wavefront
sensing in the higher orders correction loop. The spot pattern or the pupils are displayed in a graphical window.

. ICCD Acquisition
Allows to set the gain and the acquisition rate of this camera used to acquire the reference object.

. Acquisition Mode
Allows to set the redirection of the reference light to the acquisition camera, the high—order wavefront sensor
and the APD—based tip—tilt sensor.

. Nutating mirror
Allows to control the displacement and speed of the nutating mirror in a and S, either by inserting numer-
ical values or by means of sliders. A graphical window shows the location of the reference field within the
AdOpt@TNG 1' x 1' field of view, and the proper motion vector.

. nd Off Avis Parabola
Allows to set the position of the 2' off axis parabola. Configurations can be stored on disk for later retrieval.

. General Settings
Allows to establish the main optical path of the system, that is the usage of the speckle camera, of the various
calibration and test modes, and the type of dichroic used.

Finally, buttons located in the lower left corner of the UIF main window allow to store configurations, retrieve
them and to get help.

10. INTEGRATION WITH THE TNG CONTROL SYSTEM
The TNG control system is divided into two environments: the Workstation System Software (WSS) , which provides
the interface with the end—user, and the VME environment, named GATE,5 that directly governs and controls the
telescope and all devices attached to it.

The WSS6 provides process management facilities, an interprocess communication mechanism, an on—line database
of all relevant parameters of the control system, a graphical user interface and an on—line help facility.

The GATE environment provides facilities for task management, command receiving, routing and verification
and a fexible scheme for telemetry sending. It features a command line user interface that allows to test and debug
tasks locally.

The AdOpt@TNG control system software has been designed to seamlessy integrate into the TNG control system
software.

The UIF has been implemented as a WSS ancillary process. At boot time, after system initialization, the UIF is
started by the WSS and communication channels are set—up between it and the UIF. The VME software has been
implemented as a set of tasks in the GATE environment, they are started at boot time by GATE and they receive
commands and send telemetry through the GATE provided channels.

All commands issued to the AdOpt@TNG control system by the user are routed to the various subsystems
through the WSS, this provides automatically for command verification. Telemetry sent by the VME is loaded into
the WSS on—line database and can be accessed by the UIF. Corresponding parameters are extracted from the WSS
on—line database and displayed in the UIF either graphically (in sliders or plots) or numerically (in text widgets).
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The AdOpt@TNG is now undergoing the very final checks prior to be mounted at the TNG telescope, its control
system software has been prototyped and partially tested in the laboratory.

AdOpt@TNG is a rather complicated instrument, composed of several subsystems that need to bo controlled
individually. We directed our efforts to ensure that each component is controlled properly and that each relevant
parameter is modeled in software so that it can be monitored.

At the same time we built the UIF so that the user is presented with a synthetic, but meaningful, view of the
instrument status while having access to all the commands and parameters that govern it.

From the tests that we are performing in the laboratory we expect that the AdOpt@TNG control software will
integrate seamlessy in the TNG control system.
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